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Garden Centers of America (GCA) has a renewed vigor and is continuing to expand the services available to you. As part of this expansion, we have 

revamped the whole concept behind our monthly newsletter. It is the goal of GCA to provide you with the information and resources to help you 

grow your business. Garden Retail Trends Report is designed to keep you on top of what’s hot in retailing, both within the industry and out.

Your Employees Perform Better 
With ‘Coaches,’ Not Bosses
Retaining today’s retail associates at your garden center requires 

giving them a reason to stay, which calls for a manager who does 

more than bark orders or micromanage. Their skills should be 

cultivated and refined, and they should feel they have an important 

role at your garden center. It’s not just about the end-of-year 

review and the potential for a raise; the modern manager-associate 

relationship needs to be an ongoing process of communication, 

according to Bryan Wassel of Retail TouchPoints.

Jim Harter, Chief Scientist, Workplace at Gallup, dug through 

data from a survey of more than 37 million people to assess how 

companies must align their purpose and culture with their employees 

and workplaces in his book It’s the Manager, co-authored with Gallup 

CEO Jim Clifton. The following is an excerpt of Harter’s findings:

To put it in a nutshell, a boss is someone you think of as a delegator, 

while a coach is someone who involves, encourages and develops 

individuals by having ongoing conversations.

Think about it as a sports analogy: It probably wouldn’t work too well 

to just delegate to the players, and then give them an annual review 

after you watch them play the entire season. It works better if you 

coach them by helping them know what they’re doing right in the 

moment, before and after they play their games, and even during 

their games. It’s also about providing them the right kind of critique 

as well.

That feedback component needs to be meaningful and needs to be 

ongoing and immediate. Don’t wait until the end of the year. A boss 

might delegate to an employee what they should do, and then give 

them feedback at the end of the year. A coach is in the moment 

and they’re giving feedback continuously, and making sure that it’s 

meaningful.

The primary thing that people are looking for is career growth, so 

they want to be able to see where they can head in the organization. 

That needs to start with attraction, and onboarding once they’re 

hired. A lot of organizations overlook the importance of putting clear 

career growth options in front of people.

Some people are still going to want to climb the ladder, and one 

of the things that’s unique to retail is that, traditionally, if you stick 

around in an organization you can climb the management ladder. 

That doesn’t always result in the best outcomes, because what it 

means is that everybody aspires to be a manager - but not everybody 

is well-suited to be a manager. What people really want is career 

growth, and you have to help them know what career growth looks 

like in the optimal path for them as an individual.

That starts with getting to know their individual strengths and 

helping them think about what their future might be in the 

organization and the different options available. We shouldn’t just 

assume that climbing the ladder in the sense that you move up the 

ranks to manager, then to manager of managers, etc., is the right 

development for everybody. There should be individual contributor 

positions where people can excel and become stars, even if they’re 

not naturally suited for managing others.

Engagement is just as possible with a part-time worker as it is with a 

full-time worker if you focus on basic human needs in the workplace. 

That starts with clarifying expectations, what’s expected of them and 

their role and what the priorities are, and then getting people what 

they need to do that work - and when people do good work, giving 

them recognition for helping them utilize their strengths effectively.

Whether it’s part-time or full-time, it’s really about what you do 

in the time that they’re there. People tend to develop through 

experiences, which don’t have to be long, drawn out discussions: 

Development could happen in a 10-minute conversation, or it could 

happen in a half hour to an hour. It comes down to having those 

kinds of coaching relationships with individuals where there’s clear 

expectation setting, ongoing conversations between the manager 

and the employee and some method of accountability so people 

know how well they’re doing. That can happen just as easily with a 

part-time employee as a full-time employee.

The risk of a part-timer is that they might be more likely to leave 

because they might think of the work as temporary, but retailers have 

to help those part-time workers see what their career might look like 

if they were to join permanently. You’re really competing with other 

organizations for the future employment of these part-time workers.

Some people want to stay part time and treat it like a gig because 

that fits their lifestyle best, but they’re still providing value to your 

garden center that you can leverage both for their own development 

and for the company by doing those three things: setting clear 

expectations, having ongoing coaching conversations and 

accountability.

The leaders of organizations really create a culture when they coach 

the people that they manage directly. There’s a cascade effect in 

organizations that we see in the data that starts with leadership, 

which has to set a clear purpose that says, “Here’s what our 

organization is about in a succinct way that everybody can relate 

back to their jobs.”

Make it clear what your company represents and what kind of culture 

they want to develop. Then coach the people who directly report to 

you, because that’s going to set the standard for how those people 

then coach others. That cascade is really important.

Set a standard for what you expect the role of manager to be to start 

that transition from boss to coach. Aim everything at developing a 

culture of coaching throughout your garden center - if you do that, 

this sets the standard and puts the systems in place so that your 

managers can continue to become better coaches. A systematic 

process for identification of high-potential managers and continuous 

learning and development is essential.

Get Guests Excited About  
Your Shopping Experience  
the Minute They Walk In

The front end of your garden center is responsible for most of your 

customer’s experience. A strategic layout and thoughtful presentation 

will result in increased sales across the board, according to Lizzie 

Weakley of Independent Retailer.

1. Impressions are everything. Your store sells an experience as 

much as it sells a product. In a world where customers can order 

most items online, in-store purchases are driven by the desire for 

immediate convenience, visual product comparison and shopping 

aesthetic.

Your customers’ experience starts as soon as they enter your garden 

center. Store design, lobby displays and background music are all 

noticed in a single moment. This first impression, and the impressions 

that your store continues to make, will greatly impact their 

purchasing decisions. Choose every element of your garden center’s 

design based on the way it will make customers think and feel about 

your brand.

2. Layout’s impact on sales. Customers need to be able to move 

freely through your garden center. If a table is placed in front of a 

display, they are more likely to walk past it than around it. Small 

layout issues might not seem consequential, but they can drive foot 

traffic right past the products you are most interested in selling.

Your customers should also have a direct path into your store, 

through the areas they would like to visit and up to the register. Small 

obstructions will negatively impact their shopping experience and 

reduce overall sales. Your garden center’s layout can dictate which 

products are sold and how long customers spend on their shopping 

trip. Prioritize visibility and ease of access in all of your store  

layout decisions.

3. The benefits of a professional design. A great store design starts 

from the ground up. Every part of your storefront, from the 

placement of shelves to the type of furniture you use, will have 

an effect on the customer experience. Professional shopfitting or 

commercial design consultants can help you plan every element. 

Professional consultants help you select custom furniture, make 

important layout decisions and install the necessary equipment in 

your business. Work with your consultants to develop a cohesive 

and attractive store identity.

4. Maintaining an atmosphere. Businesses evolve over time, but 

core identities tend to stay the same. You should have an idea 

of the atmosphere you want your garden center to project; this 

identity will be apparent in the layout and presentation decisions 

you make across the life of your business.

In planning your garden center’s store design, choose furnishings and 

fittings that will be easy to maintain. Select items for ease of use and 

flexibility of purpose. As your store expands, choose new elements 

that reflect your original identity.

The final atmosphere your garden center projects will be a 

culmination of your design efforts. Good layout and display choices 

will result in a relaxed and accessible environment that appeals to a 

wide customer base. If customers enjoy shopping at your business, 

they will buy more products and return for purchases in the future.

How You Can Attract &  
Retain More Customers for 
Your Garden Center

To bring in new shoppers and build their loyalty, your garden center 

should focus on two key areas. A leading 41 percent of respondents 

rank product quality/value of products as the top reason they’re loyal 

to a retailer, while 35 percent rank price highest, according to “Retail 

Shopper’s Journey to Loyalty” from Yes Marketing. 

The survey of more than 1,000 retail shoppers also shows a direct 

financial benefit to establishing loyalty, as 53 percent say they will pay 

more to buy from a retailer they’re loyal to.

Respondents also ranked price (47 percent) and product quality (39 

percent) as the most influential factors when purchasing products 

from a retailer they have never previously shopped.

However, drivers for loyalty and trying a new retailer are not 

completely identical. The findings indicate that only 3 percent of 

respondents ranked free or expedited shipping as the top driver of 

loyalty, but 40 percent ranked it as the top convenience factor they 

consider before making a purchase with a new retailer.

In terms of rewards, 39 percent reported that cash incentives make 

them feel most rewarded for their loyalty, followed by early access to 

products (23 percent) and exclusive promotions (18 percent).

Here are additional findings from the study for your garden center:

•  Overall, 73 percent of consumers report that they feel adequately 

rewarded for their loyalty.

•  Only 9 percent say points toward specific rewards is the top factor 

for feeling rewarded for their loyalty.

•  Similarly, just 9 percent say free or expedited shipping is a top 

factor in making them feel rewarded for their loyalty, while just 1 

percent ranked access to exclusive events as their top choice.

•  Memorable or exciting marketing communications, convenient 

returns options and social responsibility were the least influential 

loyalty drivers, with only 1 percent ranking these as the most 

influential factor in driving loyalty.

Join GCA’s and the IGC Show’s 
Social Network
#GCASummerTour & #IGCShow

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR GCA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

New Survey: Independents 
Want State & Federal Policies 
that Level the Playing Field

The results of the 2019 Independent Business Survey, released by the 

Institute for Local Self-Reliance (ILSR), show that small businesses 

need state and federal policies that level the playing field between 

independents and their amorphous competitors, according to 

Independent We Stand.

Because of their independent nature, small businesses like indie 

garden centers can successfully adapt to changes in the market or 

culture. They adapt quickly and bounce back easily, making them 

resilient through fluctuations in the economic and political climate. In 

fact, this resiliency is part of what makes small businesses so valuable 

to their communities. When economic conditions threaten the stock 

market, the housing market and other vital systems, independent 

businesses can keep their local economies diverse and nimble.

Still, businesses like independent garden centers face noteworthy 

challenges to starting and growing their operations. As the survey 

shows, they struggle to compete with aggressive retailers like 

Amazon, comply with government regulations and find affordable 

commercial space.

Here are some insights from the survey:

•  Seventy-five percent of independent businesses consider 

competition from Amazon to be a top challenge.

•  Sixty percent worry that health insurance benefits are too costly.

•  Approximately one-third agrees that mergers among suppliers and/

or competitors in their industry are creating unfair playing field.

•  Forty-six percent that lease their stores report that commercial 

rents in their locales are rising faster than sales.

•  A staggering 91 percent support legislation to cap state and local 

tax breaks for big businesses. These economic incentives promise 

big investments to local economies but rarely follow through on 

employment and productivity goals.

•  More than half - 53 percent - consider credit card swipe fees to be 

a top policy concern for their business. Concentration in the credit 

card processing field, which is dominated by Visa and Mastercard, 

has created a stifling, rather than competitive, environment for 

independent businesses.

•  Some 70 percent want to see federal and state regulators 

investigate Amazon for violations of antitrust policies. According 

to one survey respondent in Colorado, “Breaking up the Amazon 

monopoly is probably the number one achievement that the federal 

government could undertake to make the independent business 

economic climate fair.”

Need A Small Business Loan? 
Here’s How to Secure Yours

Business plans are critically important for startups, high-growth 

companies or buyers seeking to finance the purchase of a business. In 

fact, they are a useful planning tool for any business, including your 

independent garden center, but especially for startups since they 

have no financial track record for a bank to examine, according to 

Mark Abell, Senior Vice President & Small Business Administration 

(SBA) Division Director at NBH Bank and guest writer for Entrepreneur.

Established garden centers planning for accelerated growth often 

need working capital, equipment or real estate financing to keep 

growing, and they need a solid business plan that identifies what will 

drive the growth and shows that their plan will result in adequate 

cash flow to assure repayment of the requested loan.

Don’t think of having a business plan as just part of a bureaucratic 

checklist to secure a loan. Rather, your business plan can be a guiding 

document for your garden center business, communicating critically 

important facts and ideas to your store’s team. Writing the plan can 

be a crucial exercise in helping you think through the details as you 

plot your garden center’s future.

There are several core elements that a strong business plan needs to 

have. They apply equally to applications for loans backed by the SBA 

and for regular commercial loans:

1. Detailed projections: To approve a loan request, banks need 

enough detail to be assured that your business will have enough 

profit and cash flow to service the debt. The plan should flesh 

out precisely how a company will attain its revenue goals and 

expense estimates, and how it expects to succeed over the long 

term, not just the next couple of years. It’s not enough to say “the 

total market for our service or product is $100 million, and we 

expect to get 5 percent of it.” Your banker needs to know exactly 

how you plan to achieve that revenue level by describing key 

relationships and how they will be converted into clients. 

Your business plan should also provide a detailed analysis of the 

anticipated costs of operating and should consider the effects of 

economic and market trends. If your local job market is tight, for 

example, you should say so, and say what your plan is for hiring 

employees and how that will affect labor costs as the company grows. 

The real point of the plan is to identify your key assumptions and 

provide the thought process behind them.

2. Marketing strategy: The plan should also outline your store’s 

marketing strategy in as much detail as possible. Before 

committing capital, a bank wants to know how the business 

proposes to market its products or services and the specific 

opportunities that it is trying to fill. Answer these questions: What 

is the need for the company’s products or services in the area, and 

how will the company get its message out?

3. Management and ownership experience: To approve a loan, 

banks want to know that owners have the right background and 

experience to make the business work. That helps to assure the 

projections have been thought through and can be successfully 

implemented. Different types of businesses call for different 

skills. If the business is in a high-volume, low-margin industry, 

banks would feel more comfortable with an owner who has 

proven experience in managing costs. For business acquisitions, 

it is important to provide details on the plan for management 

transition.

4. Location, location, location: Depending on the type of business, 

small details about its physical location can be surprisingly 

important. If your garden center will rely on passing drivers, it 

needs to be easily accessible for cars. Even for “destination” 

garden centers that attract customers based on their reputation, 

location can be important. The plan should identify the location 

and why you believe this location supports your business model.

Your In-Store Shoppers Want 
Mobile Discounts from You

Fifty-seven percent of consumers have used a retailer’s mobile app 

while shopping in the store, but not necessarily to buy merchandise, 

according to Yes Marketing’s “Surviving the Retail Apocalypse” survey 

of more than 1,000 people of all ages. The top three reasons 

respondents opted for in-store mobile app usage all revolved around 

obtaining discounts: redeeming coupons (65 percent), finding 

coupons (57 percent) and locating items that are on sale (46 percent).

Meanwhile, only 33 percent of those surveyed prefer to make 

purchases on smartphones. Instead, they would rather use tablets 

and desktops (49 percent) for a more frictionless experience.

“To survive the retail apocalypse, retailers need to prioritize the 

mobile experience,” Jim Sturm, President of Yes Marketing, says. 

“Consumers will not hesitate to turn to another brand if it offers 

a more user-friendly experience. Retailers can bridge the mobile-

to-store experience by introducing apps that support the in-store 

shopping with features like maps of store layouts and access to 

product ratings.”

Here are additional insights from the study for your garden center:

•  Half of respondents (49 percent) say visually appealing stores would 

motivate them to shop at a brick-and-mortar location.

•  Centennials (consumers born after 2000) are more likely than all 

other generations to shop in stores for visually appealing displays 

(58 percent), while Millennials are most interested in local events 

(36 percent) and additional services (42 percent).

•  Nearly all consumers (90 percent) purchase in stores at least 

monthly, and 60 percent say they shop in stores because they want 

to see items in person.

Customer Loyalty Is Evolving - 
Are You Keeping Up?

Even though it’s been proven that more customers prefer to shop 

in-store than online, it can still be a dizzying process trying to market 

to them and keep them loyal to your garden center. You might stop 

trying to bring old customers back and put your focus on bringing 

new ones in, according to Krystina Morgan of Independent Retailer.

Loyalty used to be synonymous with giving out rewards, and 

customers would sign up and be given the same rewards as everyone 

else. While this is still an important tool in keeping your garden center 

shoppers coming back for more, there is more to it now. Customer 

feedback and learning about their experiences and what they’re 

interested in is at the core, so you can take that experience and 

personalize a reward or coupon for the customer.

“Referrals are important. Give customers rewards for telling their 

friends to go to your store,” Zach Goldstein, Founder of the mobile 

rewards app Thanx, tells Independent Retailer. “Away from just being 

rewards, things like referrals and personalized offers are really much 

more relevant to modern customers.”

Retailers that are successful think about customer data as early as 

they think about selling a great product. Connect with your garden 

center customers so you can talk personally. Making sure the 

customer is satisfied with the product is the most important thing. If 

she is unhappy with her purchase, be open to returns and exchanges 

at your garden center.

Rewards and surprises are a big draw for Millennials and Gen Z, 

according to a new study conducted by payment solutions provider 

Swift Prepaid Solutions. Eighty-three percent say value-added 

rewards and surprises inspire greater loyalty, and 82 percent say 

when earned rewards come paired with a special offer, it can 

encourage them to spend the reward.

Now Trending in Garden Retailing . . .
•  Chances are, your garden center plays a much bigger role in how your customers see themselves and interact with the world. Fifty percent of 

U.S. consumers report the brands they buy are an expression of themselves, according to the “Decoding the Personalization Paradox” study 

by GfK and National Retail Federation (NRF).

•  Is your garden center equipped to handle customers’ expectations of modern conveniences? Consumers expect retailers to deliver on the 

basics, including quality customer service (63 percent), free standard shipping (60 percent), ability to buy online (58 percent) and flexible 

returns (57 percent), reveals NRF’s Winter 2018/2019 Consumer View report.
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Thanks For Making IGC 2019 the Best Yet! 
We’ll See You Next Year, Aug. 11-13! 
We were so happy to see so many friendly faces at our 13th annual 

trade show, networking and educational 

conference event dedicated to the success 

of your garden center! Many thanks to all of 

you for making it a winner.

Be sure to save these dates for IGC Show 

2020, returning August 11-13 to Chicago’s 

Lakeside | McCormick.

Check back for your exclusive GCA Member 

code to receive discounts at IGC Show 2020. 

To see some of the excitement from IGC 2019, visit:  www.IGCShow.com. 

Beantown, Here We Come! GCA Summer 
Tour 2020 Heads to Boston, June 22-25
Boston will be the host for next year’s GCA Summer Tour, June 22-25, 

2020. Plans are already in the works for new education and networking 

in the trendsetting 

New England capital 

and its scenic 

surrounds, steeped in 

history dating back to 

our nation’s founding. 

GCA officials will 

personally scout each 

and every location to 

develop an itinerary 

that highlights the 

best destinations with 

the most uniquely 

differentiating ideas 

for independent 

garden center retailers.

Stay tuned for details as they unfold. Registration is now open with extra 

early-bird savings at www.GardenCentersofAmerica.com.

Sincere Thanks to Our 2019 GCA Summer Tour Sponsors!

2020 GCA SUMMER TOUR

BOSTON

http://www.igcshow.com/
https://gardencentersofamerica.wildapricot.org/event-3458194
http://www.epicor.com
http://www.truevaluecompany.com/Open-a-Store/Garden-Centers/About-Garden-Centers
https://gardenersconfidence.com/
https://www.espoma.com/
https://www.ceramousa.com/
http://www.bonide.com/
http://www.bennettplants.com/store/pc/home.asp
http://www.ballhort.com/
https://www.fitt-usa.com/
https://rapidgardenpos.com/
http://www.sungro.com/
http://www.truevaluecompany.com/Open-a-Store/Garden-Centers/About-Garden-Centers
https://glenhavenhomeholiday.com/
https://lgrmag.com/
http://www.igcmagazine.com
http://mccorklenurseries.com/

